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Unveiling the new interpretation sign are APST Native Garden
Co-ordinators, Suzanne Talbot, Peter Longman and Daphne Longman

TASMANIAN NATIVE GARDEN 10th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS
A GREAT SUCCESS
More than 70 people plus a good contingent of northern group members enjoyed perfect weather plus the
Tasmanian Native Garden at Heritage Forest in full spring bloom for the Open Day on 24th October 2015.
Visitors wandered along the rustic pathways to be rewarded with a rare urban glimpse of the flowering
plants and shrubs of the Tasmanian bush and superb views of Launceston. A celebration cake and free
native plants were distributed and northern members talked to visitors as they looked around the garden.
APST President, Julie Nermut, gave a brief outline of APST and Northern Group activities and
congratulated all those members who helped to make the 10th Anniversary of the garden such a success.
Julie Nermut acknowledged the many, many hours of work and planning by northern members, the support
and encouragement from our partners in the
garden, City of Launceston and the generous
grant for an interpretation sign from NRM North,
Tammy Edmunds of City of Launceston and
Alison Hugo from NRM North provided excellent
advice and smoothed the sign application
process with their knowledge and expertise.
Lynne Mockridge spoke on the history of the
garden (see page 2) before the colourful new
interpretation sign was unveiled. This was done
by Suzanne Talbot, Peter and Daphne Longman
and Lynne who have been the members
managing the development of the garden over
the last decade. Lynne was flat out signing up 26
new members who took advantage of the
discounted rate for this special day.

HISTORY OF HERITAGE FOREST NATIVE GARDEN
TEN YEAR ANNIVERSARY

Written and presented by Lynne Mockridge

Just in case some of you are not aware of the history of this area, now Heritage
Forest Garden, it was originally known as the Mowbray Swamp and in the
1960‘s became Launceston‘s Municipal Tip. Ten years later, as part of a long
term reclamation program several sports fields were created and successful
plantings of Australian natives were completed. Bill Goodman, Director of Parks
and Recreation at that time recommended that an urban forest be developed on
this site. In 1985 this project was adopted by Launceston Bicentennial
Community Committee as their major project for the Australian Bicentennial.
The concept for a Tasmanian native garden was devised in about 2000. When first viewed it was covered
with blackberries, hawthorn bushes and every other weed known to man. Initially the Launceston City
Council assisted us by fencing the area, establishing the garden beds, gravelling the paths and mowing the
grassed areas. In May 2005, the first plantings took place by members of APST Northern Group and other
members of the community. For the first couple of years after establishment the garden struggled as no one
was doing regular maintenance although Patrick Gleeson watered and kept the plants alive. Later, I suggested that the APST Northern Group should take responsibility for weeding the garden beds and in
2007 monthly working bees were commenced and have continued ever since. That‘s a lot of hours of volunteer labour by a group of people who are mostly beyond the first bloom of youth—proof that gardening is
good for you.
About five years ago Active Launceston ran a ten week Active Garden program here. During this time
members of the public were invited to join members of the APST in gardening as a healthy exercise
choice. In conjunction with this a Green Army team erected the compost bins, the table and the triangular
garden bed which is now topped with a surrounding seat erected by Rotary. At the end of this period, the
garden was officially opened by the mayor who planted a shrub to mark the occasion and a small plaque
describing the garden was placed outside the gate.
Every year since our first planting ten years ago we have continued to plant more shrubs and groundcovers, extending the garden beds and filling empty spots where losses have occurred. The main planting
is usually done in Autumn with a smaller planting sometimes done in the Spring. One section of the garden
caused problems for years as it becomes very wet in the winter but very dry in summer and nothing
seemed to survive. The Council installed the dry creek bed in this area and it has become a real feature of
the garden and the plants we have there now are thriving. Just proves a negative can become a positive! I
am delighted to see the new signage and the entrance road sealing completed in time for this tenth
anniversary celebration.
In recent years we have been able to control the weeds more successfully because the Council has
supplied regular truckloads of mulch which we spread during our working bees. A few years ago I
relinquished the role of Co-ordinator and boy have things gone ahead since then! All of the edging of the
gardens with rocks and timber was completed by Daphne and Peter Longman who trawled the banks of the
Tamar near their property at Dilston for driftwood and brought trailer loads of rocks and wood and installed
them. Suzanne Talbot, the other member of the present co-ordinating team, has identified and recorded
the plants in the garden and instigated the name tags seen in the garden today.
In closing I would like acknowledge there have been many different organisations and individuals who have
contributed to the success of this garden and I am pleased that the vision and persistence of the APST
Northern Group over that entire period, with the assistance of the City of Launceston, has culminated in this
showcase Tasmanian Native Garden and I thank you all for coming to our celebrations today.

OPEN DAY at the Tasmanian Native Garden at HFG

ABOVE: Patrick Gleeson talks about the early days
of the Native Garden with Rosemary Verbeeten.
Roy and Kaye Pallett behind (centre). RIGHT: Julie
Nermut and Lynne Mockridge address the crowd at
the open garden day.

ABOVE: Julie Nermut, Sharon Percy, Rosemary Verbeeten and
Wen Nermut.
RIGHT: Colin and Janet Hallam with the special cake supplied
by City of Launceston —other food and beverages from NRM
(All photos supplied by Peter Longman.)

A Big Welcome to our New Members
The Australian Plant Society Inc. Northern Group extend a warm welcome to :Returning members Patrick Gleeson and Alison Hugo and to these new members (although
some have previously attended as visitors to our society meetings): Jan Radford and Garry Bakker, Chel Jasmine Bardell, Catherine Bluck, Elizabeth Bradley,
Edwina Brown, Kristy McConnell, David Campbell, Sue Campbell, Judy Chilcott,
Deborah Collings, Mary-Ann Cook, Mavis Cuthbert, Kate Fenton, Amanda Freeman,
Kaye Grange, Leeanne Gribovskis, Judy Harris, Margaret and Jon Hosford, Cathy Hurst,
Marissa King, John Morris and Damien Naughton.
We look forward to seeing you at our meetings on the third Tuesday of each month when we have invited guests
speaking on a wide range of interesting topics related to Australian native plants. We also hope you can join us on
some of our excursions starting in February 2016. See the programme here on the last page or look up the latest
programme on our website: www.apstasnorth.org
Also view details about us and other Tasmanian APS Groups on www.apstas.org.au

Last Quarter Nursery Report

by Sharon Percy, APST North Nursery Manager

Our Spring Native Plant Sale on 17th October not only had very successful sales but it was a lovely social day. Forty
trays (with an average of 28 plants per tray) were taken along to the Max Fry Hall in Trevallyn and 337 plants were
sold, which is our average sale each 6 months. As this is our only means of fund raising, we were very pleased with
the result. Preparation for sale days takes effort so the plants are well presented, clearly labelled and transported
from the nursery.
Members came along for a couple of hours roster on sale day, with some staying on longer, obviously enjoying the
day and the company.
Despite the coldest of winters (so I‘ve been told as Mike & I had travelled the east coast north to Cape York for 4
months), the plants survived and thrived once October arrived with lots of sunshine.
We have been very busy this year at our Northern Group Nursery, with members contributing using their varied skills,
some doing maintenance to the shade house & sprinkler system, others continue their ever important weeding and
controlling the Liverwort, pot washing, pricking out small seedlings, setting cutting material from their own gardens,
and potting on the larger plants.
Our propagating days continue to be very well supported and we always follow up with a cuppa and share a laugh
and a story afterwards. Occasionally, we use this time for brain storming sessions, where members can contribute
ideas for improving systems at the Nursery.
With a dry season predicted, members will be needed to support the nursery plants over the summer holiday months.
Propagation days will continue on the first Saturdays in January and February 2016 or come on another day to help
after contacting Sharon.

Plant Limericks
Dick Burns actually started all this with his request for limericks in Eucryphia!
In the last issue of the Northern Group News, Louise Skabo reported on David Meadows‘ POM, Pentacondra pumula ,
ending with:
―David cannot resist thinking deeper about plant science and queried, ‗Why are five petals so common?‘ Is it the
Fibonacci sequence or maybe energy levels of DNA? Does the Greek golden ration come into play allowing the best
exposure to sunlight? For whatever reason, this tiny plant is beautifully, intricately designed.‖
David filled in time on a plane flight by writing a limerick on this matter:David Meadows‘ Limerick 2015
The Launceston reporter got all in a tizz
When the speaker explained photosynthesis
Worse followed from mountains afar
A big red berry with a small white star
Now she has pentacondranitis
Roy Skabo thought this deserved a reply:Roy‘s Limerick in reply to David Meadows for Louise
My knowledge of maths is quite patchy
So I‘ve never researched Fibonacci
But when I was told
Most plants are five-fold
In their petals, I thought it quite catchy.
Then Janet Hallam joined in:Janet Hallam‘s Limerick in reply to
David Meadows and Roy
The best plant-cell form and position
Can be shown by a deft mathematician
She‘ll show Fibonacci‘s OK
But Phi wins the day
Now phyllotaxis is in our cognition.

15 September Meeting:

Guest Speaker : Karen Johnson
―Landscape Design‖

What do Landscape Designers do? Karen answered her own question saying landscape design is its own
‗beast‘ - she is not a gardener nor a landscape contractor who installs a garden but an overlap of the two.
Karen designs attractive and functional outdoor spaces working with home owners, local government,
schools and small businesses. She has to consider the space available, site characteristics, architecture,
plants, site purpose or the lifestyle of owners. Design principles include maximum water efficiency,
sustainable use, appropriate plants for local surrounds and weed awareness.
APST North members were taken through a project to understand the design procedure with a client. The
consultation commences with a site visit, meeting the client and viewing the garden, The client is barraged
with questions about how the family want to use the space, any favourite plants, utilities required including
outdoor living areas, workshop or washing or vegetable/herb patches and children‘s play areas. Some
clients want dry creek beds, cottage gardens or even native gardens! ―Borrowed landscape‖ refers to a
design blending with the surrounds outside such as large trees or mountain vistas. The site is surveyed and
analysed to consider prevailing winds, soil types and surrounding buildings/privacy and the streetscape.
Karen‘s places this data on CAD but afterwards reverts to freehand to get an artistic feel for the different
elements and the design often ‗jumps out‘. Then it is back to IMAC to draw up the concept on CAD which
will include, lawn and plant areas, paths, pergolas etc and painted in watercolour. This goes back to the
client for comments and discussion including elevation drawings as people can‘t always visualize the plan.
After the client signs off on the design a hard copy landscape plan with technical drawings of fine detail is
produced. The position of all plants including their botanical and common names and number, a description
of height, a photo and whether evergreen or deciduous is covered. A planting schedule is given, places to
source plants, pot size and maintenance advice – everything a client needs to get going!
We were shown an absolutely beautiful large scale design of such a garden with unbelievable detail. If the
client or landscape contractor followed the plan, a superb garden would ensue.
Working architects and building designers are quicker to implement Karen‘s designs and so she is starting
to see the results of her designs which is very rewarding.

Plant of the Month

presented by Janet Hallam

Zieria littoralis

(aka: Downy zieria or Dwarf zieria )
Janet chose Zieria littoralis named after botanist John Zier with
littoralis the latin for coastal or sea side. It is listed as rare in
Tasmania where it is only found near Bicheno and the Freycinet
and endangered in Victoria and N.S.W.
There are 44 species all endemic to Australia of which three are
found in Tasmania, the other two being Zieria aborescens and

Zieria veronicea.
Ziera belong to the Rutaceae family which have two common

characteristics; they have 4 or 5 petals and aromatic foliage when
crushed. Janet handed around several Rutaceae species for us
to crush and smell and told the story of finding the Z. littoralis
growing in a crevice in the granite rocks of Sleepy Bay, Freycinet
(pictured below).

As a garden plant it is a well-shaped
small shrub with lovely silver foliage
all year which takes on a pinkmauve haze when flowering in
spring. It is suitable as a small
hedging plant and is easily
propagated from cuttings.
(Photos by Janet Hallam)

20 October Meeting

Guest Speaker: Mark Wapstra
―Rare and Threatened Beauties of the North East‖

Our next guest was the ever popular speaker Mark Wapstra with ― Rare and threatened beauties of the
northeast: Hibbertia rufa and Sowerbaea juncea, two species with a story to tell‖.
Hibbertia (the guineaflower) is one of 12 genera in the
Dileniaceae Family and Hibbertia rufa is one of 17 Tasmanian
Hibbertia species. It was named after George Hibbert (17571837) an eminent English merchant and amateur botanist.
H. rufa was presumed extinct, having not been sited since
W. Fitzgerald recorded it in the St Helens area in1892, Roy
Skabo rediscovered it in the Doctor‘s Peak Forest Reserve in
2008. Following extensive surveys it is now listed as rare, the
lowest category of threatened plants, with numerous new sites
discovered but only in the N.E. It has locally abundant growth
and has a very strong association with wet heathland and button
grass moorland. The plant has an almost perfect match for
existing TASVEG mapping for such areas and distribution can
be predicted from aerial imagery as shown in the map below.
This is very useful for management.

Hibbertia rufa almost co-occurs with Sowerbaea juncea ( above right). The latter is in the Asparagaceae

family with the genus first described by James Smith and concurrently by Andrews from seeds cultivated in
England. It was not until 1964 that a local specimen was collected again by T.E. Burns in the Ansons Bay
area. Only five species have been described and Sowerbaea juncea, (purple rush-lily) is the only species
found in Tasmania and then only in a 20 ha. area in the N.E.
Its natural habitat is wet heathlands and sedgy eucalyptus
woodland but it grows in some disturbed habitats. Now the
species is largely growing on unreserved private land which is
extensively cleared and used for grazing( see photo right). Due
to this Mark proposed in a scientific paper that its conservation
status be lifted from rare to endangered. As well, Mark wrote
that S. juncea is endangered as it is virtually impossible to
detect when not in flower or fruit due to its grass-like leaves
hidden amongst dense grass and because a very hit-and-miss
fire regime exists at present. However, the Scientific Advisory
Committee only raised its status to vulnerable.
Photos by Roy Skabo (Hibbertia) Mark Wapstra and Mark‘s
overlays on Google maps. Thanks to Mark for sending his PP
presentation for the newsletter

Plant of the Month October 2015

presented by Julie Nermut

Ricinocarpos pinifolius
The beautiful Ricinocarpos pinifolius was first described by the
French botanist, Rene Louiche Desfontaines in 1817. It is in the
Euphorbiaceae family and there are fifteen species in the
Ricinocarpos genus in Australia. WA has ten while Tasmanian has
just the one, R. pinifolius. (Ricinus means tick and carpos, fruit while
pinus and folium mean pine and leaf).
This small shrub grows 1 to 3m in coastal heath and woodland along
the NE and East coast of Tasmania south to Freycinet.
Its leaves are narrow and rolled and the flowers white and abundant
in spring. Quite unusual is the arrangement of the male and female
flowers on the one plant (monoecous) with one female flower surrounded by 3-6 male flowers as seen in Julie‘s photo below.

The fruit is a round spiny
capsule which splits releasing five seeds. It
grows in acidic sandy soil and is
drought and frost resistant but
difficult to propagate. The seed
needs to be treated with smoke
and cuttings are best from the
soft growth after damage from
fire or pruning.
Reference “Tasmanian plant names unravelled” by Mark Wapstra- Annie Wapstra-.
Hans Wapstra. Photos by Julie Nermut.

Plant of the Month November 2015

presented by Roy Skabo

Astroloma humifusum
Roy told us about another plant which is fairly hard to
gate but well worth the effort - Astroloma humifusum.

propa-

Astroloma is a small genus endemic to Australia and most of

the 20 or so species are from WA. They are all prostrate or low
shrubs often with prickly leaves and brightly coloured tubular
flowers. Tasmania has only 2 species, A.humifusum and
A.pinifolium. The generic name means ‗star fringe‘ and it is obvious why when you look at the mouth of the tube (see Roy‘s
photo to the left). Humifusum comes from the ‗humus‘ meaning
earth and ‗fusum‘ meaning spread out (prostrate).

Photo by Roy Skabo

The genus produces edible fruits (as suggested by the common
name, native cranberry) which were eaten by the Aboriginal
people and have reportedly been used for jam making
(although one would have to be a patient harvester as the fruit
is not very numerous and the plant is very prickly!).

According to Bruce Champion, propagation is best from new growth tip cuttings. Although they grow in their
hundreds (which indicates self-propagation from seeds) near Roy‘s shack in low nutrient, thin soil and dry
conditions, as is often the case, nature knows better than we do and no-one seems able to do propagation
from seeds.

17 November General Meeting:

Guest Speaker: Vishnu Prahalad

―The Reasonably Curious and Admirable Plants of the
Tasmanian Saltmarsh Wetlands‖
Vishnu Prahalad wrote and compiled the wonderful little book ―A Guide to the Plants of
Tasmanian Saltmarsh Wetlands ― in 2014. Vishnu emphasized the important role played
by NRM groups in Tasmania providing funding for preserving and researching our wetlands with no one in State Government responsible for wetlands. Saltmarsh wetlands are
undervalued and not adequately conserved despite being Federally listed. Another
excellent publication by NRM North is ―The Atlas of Coastal Saltmarsh Wetlands in
Northern Tasmania‖ also compiled by Vishnu.
The presentation covered what are saltmarsh wetlands; why we need to care for them; where they are likely to remain or
establish in the future; providing appropriate land use and management and developing an inventory of sites and a
systematic monitoring approach.
The coastal saltmarsh wetlands are basically defined by their vegetation communities and by being regularly, occasionally
or only rarely inundated with tidal water. The latter zone borders the terrestrial upland zone and is extended by salt spray or
a shallow saline groundwater table. There is fairly distinct vegetation zonation with succulent herbs in the daily inundated
area (the glasswort Sarcocornia ), monthly inundation has flora dominated by tall heath and sedges ( Tecticornia -glasswortand Gahnia); next rushes and reeds (Juncus, Austrostipa ) and the terrestrial zone with occasional inundation is dominated
by Melaleuca swamp forests and grasses in northern Tasmania.
Vishnu took Launceston Field Naturalists and APST members on a saltmarsh excursion behind Bakers Beach earlier in the day. The group found
14 species - not a lot but including large areas of the beautiful red—orange
coloured glassworts ( Sacocornia quinqueflora – photo right from Vishnu‘s
book)) in which they saw a ray splashing. Many birds were also seen.
Saltmarsh wetlands are very important for bird life, particularly migratory
birds who feed in the mud and sand flats, for a wide variety of insects and
spiders, crabs and snails and as fish nurseries – in fact the wetlands are
called ―Fish Nurseries‖ in Queensland and one member of the audience
suggested use of this title in Tasmania might lead to appropriate
consideration and funding for this under-valued natural resource.
Pp. 7-8 of Vishnu‘s book pictorially depicts 12 reasons why saltmarshes
are important. There are also excellent maps of places where we can visit
these ecosystems.
Vishnu spoke of the changing nature of the wetlands including the effects of climate change given that they occupy shores
within 1 m of high tide water. Higher sea levels, more frequent storms and higher wind speeds are eroding some saltmarsh
areas while increasing others. There are threats to their existence by inappropriate development. He called it ―ecological
amnesia‖ where land has been cleared for agriculture diminishing the wetlands. The Tamar is a tidal treasure—its wetlands
are subject to flooding and act as a flood soak if we work with nature. Areas need returning to saltmarsh wetlands but on
this matter, Vishnu is not getting very far! As well, maps on the future extent of flooding should be complied with but Old
Beach on the River Derwent is but one example where a Government Minister gave an exemption allowing a housing
estate to be built.
Speaking of the current and future management of saltmarshes, Vishnu is seeking the help of such groups as APST and
LFNC for further mapping, plant surveys and monitoring of these saltmarshes which play an irreplaceable ecological role in
our productive coastal / estuarine landscapes.
Members who are interested, please contact Megan Dykman at NRM North. See December 2015 Email below.
Hi All,

I wanted to get in touch to advertise the opportunity to become involved in plant and bird surveys of the saltmarsh
wetlands of the Tamar River estuary this summer. This work is part of a larger project to map and monitor these important habitats (follow this link for more information on the mapping component of the project and for maps of the
Tamar saltmarsh areas: http://www.nrmnorth.org.au/client-assets/documents/plans-strategies/
NRM_North_Coastal_Wetlands_Atlas_AUG_2014.pdf). We are hoping to garner enough volunteers to conduct one or
two surveys at each major saltmarsh ‘patch’ in the Tamar this summer (and hopefully continue this in later years). We
are planning to run a training day for volunteers with Vishnu Prahalad (the UTAS researcher leading the project). Please
distribute through your relevant networks and feel free to get in touch if you have any questions or are interested in
becoming involved.
My office days are Monday-Friday
Many thanks
Ph: 03 6333 7775 | Mob: 0458 500 112
Megan Dykman
Email: MDykman@nrmnorth.org.au
NRM Facilitator – Tamar
NRM North
Website: www.nrmnorth.org.au

Excursions: -

A Hidden Valley for Gunn‘s Tree Orchid
Narawntapu National Park
Covenanted Property near Nabowla

Excursions to Narawntapu National Park on 30 September and a covenanted property near Nabowla, on
11th November were organised by Roy Skabo. Both days were wonderful weatherwise and socially.
Narawntapu was a little disappointing botanically due to the dry winter/spring conditions but we were rewarded with finding at least three unusual plants:

Stylidium perpusillum (right) meaning ‗very little‘ with unbranched thread-like stems, This
is a which occurs in soaks in sandy heaths near the north coast. It is a tiny plant with
only a few scattered leaves in a basal rosette. Well spotted Roy! ( Photo from Key to Tas
Dicots, Greg Jordan)

Thelymitra antennifera (left :photo from The Orchids of Tasmania, Jones,
Wapstra, Tonelli & Harris 1999) A bright yellow sun orchid with
antennifera referring to a pair of erect ear-like lobes on the column —it is
also known as ‗Rabbit‘s ears‘. It is known only from a few locations in
Tasmania. The group spotted at least six of these orchids along the track.

Phylloglossum drummondii - after James Dummond, a Scottish botanist
who came to WA in 1829 as Government Naturalist. Philloglossum
drummondii is a native club moss rare in Tasmania. It has a very
distinctive form with a few cylindrical leaves on the ground surrounding
an upright spike bearing the sporangia.

Above: Roy Skabo, David Meadows (behind), Janet
Hallam and Gilly Zacks use a lens to identify a small wetland plant.
Right: Rosemary Verbeeten and Gilly Zacks consult the
plant list for Narawntapu.

Just prior to our excursion to Narawntapu NP on 30 September, our plant group was
invited to explore a nearby moist gully with Craig Broadfield (photo left) to see
Sarcochilus austalis, the only epiphytic orchid in Tasmania. It is commonly known as
Gunn‘s tree-orchid after Ronald Gunn who collected the type specimen from Circular
Head in 1836.
As we traipsed through quite thick forest in a well hidden valley which is surrounded
by eucalypt plantations (planted by another Gunn!), we started to espy hundreds of
the twining roots and distinct dark green linear-lanceolate leaf tufts clinging to the
branches of mainly Coprosma or Pomaderris trees. What a sight they would be when
in flower—we must return in 2016. Craig accompanied us to Narawntapu, a favourite
place for him to plant hunt.
( Above 3 photos by Louise Skabo)

Covenanted Property near Nabowla
This excursion to a private covenanted property was
most enjoyable. APST members were greeted by the
gregarious owners, Peter and Lorraine Riggall and
served a delicious Devonshire tea. We first explored
their large garden which included a superb enclosed
( anti-possum) rose garden and a man-made lake with
flowering Ornduffia reniformis ( previously Villacia reniformis), the native aquatic plant with conspicuous
yellow flowers in bloom.
The species list for the property was quite impressive
so we walked over the property spotting many plants
in flower. We were also able to greatly expand the
L-R:- Geoff Bromfield, Roy Skabo, Paul Edwards,
original covenant survey list for the Riggalls who are
Julie Nermut, Gilly Zacks, Val Bromfield and hosts,
very keen to protect their land. The only rare plant Roy
Skabo found was uHypolepis muelleri ,a rare fern, but Lorraine and Peter Riggall.
many different Thelymitra species were in bloom.
The lower paddocks below the old homestead, were lush
with native grasses, flowering Patersonia fragilis and
masses of Pulteniaea cut into hedges and mazes. A pool
had been built so that relaxing on a garden seat, one
could see the reflection of the house. ( See photo right with
APST members consulting the plant list with Peter Riggall.)
APST along with LFNC members aim to return to this lower
paddock in February 2016 to see hundreds of butterflies
which use the native grass for breeding.

(Photos by Louise
Skabo)

Threatened Plants Tasmania (TPT) Excursion.
Roy Skabo was asked by TPT to co-ordinate a couple of plant research surveys in the north this Spring
and on both occasions there were volunteers from APST Northern Group. Julie Nermut, Louise Skabo,
Rosemary Verbeeten and one helper from Friends of Punchbowl assisted Roy and Richard Schahinger
survey the threatened Tetratheca gunnii ,endemic to Dans Hill Reserve near Beaconsfield. We counted
plant and flower numbers and measured their height within six fenced semi-protected areas. The problem
is the species is very fragmented, concentrated in a few small areas, and could be diminished by mining
and other human activities. It was quite a demanding but very satisfying day.
Two TPT excursions, held on the weekend of November 14th/15th at Waterhouse and a covenanted
property nearer Bellingham, were co-ordinated by Roy. He garnered twelve volunteers from Nth and Sth
APST, about six NE Field Naturalists Club members and others from TPT who were instructed and guided
by Grant Daniels. At Waterhouse we were interested in determining the abundance of three main species,
Xanthorrhoea arenaria, Hibbertia virgata and Pultenaea sericea. We also found one Thelymitra holmesii,
(the identification later confirmed) which had never been found in this area.
On Sunday near Bellingham, at a beautiful covenanted property, we learnt to recognise and then counted
Xanthorrhoea bracteata, a small and rare member of the genus. We also did a survey for the Pultenaea
sericea and Hibbertia virgata and found quite a lot of the former for which there had previously been only
two records on the property. We also found some Gratiola pubescens, Aphelia gracilis and Acacia ulicifolia,
all new species for the property. Everyone seemed to enjoy themselves and the results were certainly very
pleasing! Superb views over Bass Strait from our lunch spot.
Saturday night dinner was hosted by Louise Brooker at her home at Bridport. Delicious food and wine and
a great opportunity to get to know a younger group of people with a passion for plants.
( You may be interested to read about all TPT activities. www.tpt.org.au ( click on December newsletter).

APST Groups Get-together at Tullah
APST members from all over the State gathered on the west coast, hosted this year
by the North West Group, in early October. Bruce Champion has done a detailed
coverage of this enjoyable weekend in the 2015 last quarter Eucryphia journal.
Here are just a few photos which capture some of the people and places of
the event. Northern Group thank the NW for their organisation which included
excellent information and plant lists. Dick‘s slide show was a great trip to the past!

Dinner by the Lake—Roy Skabo, Colin & Janet Hallam

(Photos by Louise Skabo) Above 2 photos near Mt Murchison and Right above: at Granville Harbour.

Northern Group Programme — January to April 2016
2 Jan,

Saturday 1:00 pm,

PROPAGATION, ―Grassy Banks‖ APST Nth Nursery

16 Jan

Saturday 10:00 am

EXCURSION: Prof. Nigel Forteath ―Four Springs Lake
Meet at the carpark at 10am

6 Feb.

Saturday 1:00 pm,

PROPAGATION, ―Grassy Banks‖ APST Nth Nursery

14 Feb

Sunday 10:00 am EXCURSION: ‗Dunbarton‘- Butterflies and Plants. Meet
at Nabowla property 10 am. Contact Roy Skabo for details.

16 Feb.

Tuesday, 7:30 pm,

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, Max Fry Hall

23 Feb.

Tuesday 9:30 am.

HERITAGE FOREST GARDEN, Working bee

5 March Saturday 1:00 pm.

PROPAGATION, ―Grassy Banks‖ APST Nth Nursery

15 March Tuesday, 7:30 pm.

GENERAL MEETING Guest Speaker: Jodi Bagley
―Using Native Plant dyes in Creative Design‖ TBC

22 March

Saturday 1:00 pm.

HERITAGE FOREST GARDEN, Working bee

2 April

Saturday 1:00 pm,

PROPAGATION, ―Grassy Banks‖ APST Nth Nursery

19 April.

Tuesday. 7:30 pm. GENERAL MEETING Guest Speaker: Lee Adamson Ringk
―Plants of ‗Killecrankie‘ private property‖

26 April

Tuesday 9:30 am. HERITAGE FOREST GARDEN, Working bee

MEMO to MEMBERS, especially all our new members.
Every couple of months have a look at our excellent State APST website maintained by
Hobart‘s Bruce Champion for news on all the Tasmanian Groups, information and
photographs.
Australian Native Plant Society Tasmania Inc. website:

http://www.apstas.org.au

